EMPOWERed
women,
empowered
nation.
WOMEN ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM

The Leading Ladies Empowerment Foundation (LLF) is a
One-Stop Solution provider for
the 21st century woman who
desires to contribute her quota to
her world, economically, politically or through personal leadership.
We are a non-governmental organization with a mission to inspire
and empower the 21st century
woman for financial freedom,
leadership in career, business
and politics through a plethora of
mentoring and training
programmes.

We Believe

We believe strongly in the continuous empowerment of
the female gender and so established the Leading
Ladies Business Institute (LLBI; Nigeria’s maiden business school for women) in 2016 to run effectively the
training programs of the organization. Through the
establishment of LLBI, we have empowered over 9,000
women in core business and financial skills from 2016
till date.
Through our interaction with women from diverse
cultures and backgrounds over the last few years, we
see a huge gap still! The numbers of women who lack
basic financial and entrepreneurial skills is alarming
and yet these women are business owners, employees
of organizations and mothers of the next generation.
Africa’s pride still pines away in financial illiteracy,
under-developed skills and limited opportunities. We
must rise to help the everyday African woman discover
her genius and fulfill her often forgotten or neglected
dreams. The development of the nation Nigeria and
Africa as a whole is tied to the economic empowerment
of women!
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We Believe
We believe that every women is a goldmine of resources, a bundle of talents and so deserves quality investment in a growth stimulating environment where she
can be enabled to spread her wings and fly without
fear. By creating power in one woman, an entire community or society or nation can be transformed.
This is why the Leading Ladies Foundation has begun a
relentless campaign towards bridging this gap, through
our flagship training 'Women Economic Empowerment Program (W.E.E.P)'.

Our
Objective

Our objective is to increase access to knowledge that
causes a paradigm shift in the 21st century woman,
empowering her to make quality life choices, sound
financial and business decisions especially in a rapidly
evolving economy. With just about the price of a decent
meal, a woman can be empowered.
With ₦1,000 every woman gets her training materials
and is enrolled in the two-part 'Women Economic
Empowerment Program (W.E.E.P)'.
Together we can build a new continent as we join
efforts in unlocking the gender dividend in women
through the Economic Empowerment Program.
At the leading ladies foundation, we are consistently
contributing towards the achievement of all sustainable development goals aimed at equality and inclusiveness, making the world a better place!
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Our
Curriculum
Each training session will be geared towards empowering 50 women per time. The curriculum is robust and
focuses on starting a wealth creation journey for each
participant. This two-part training program covers financial intelligence, Understanding Entrepreneurship
&Business Structure. The duration of the training
120minutes per session.
FUNDAMENTALS OF WEALTH CREATION
- Understanding Financial Intelligence
- Developing your financial IQ
- Passive income & its sources.
- Understanding the Cashflow Quadrant.
- Principles of Savings & investments.

Sponsorship
Categories
Bronze Sponsor (1 to 30 women)
Silver Sponsor (31 to 50 women)
Gold Sponsor (51 to 100 women)
Platinum Sponsor (101 to 500 women)
Diamond Sponsor (501 women and above)
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